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About This Game

Note: The Whisperer in Darkness is a short, focused experience which takes under an hour for a full playthrough. The
story has no branching choices, and only one ending.

Rumors resurface. Legends are resurrected.

The Whisperer in Darkness is a visual novel based on the cosmic horror story by H.P. Lovecraft. Play as Alex N. Wilmarth,
skeptic and professor at Miskatonic University, as you unravel the hideous secrets centered at a secluded farm in the hills of

Vermont, coming ever closer to mortal peril.

8 chapters of authentic Lovecraftian horror.

Experience a linear story through painted illustrations, ASCII art, atmospheric sound effects, an unsettling musical score, and
frantic email correspondence with a conspiracy theorist who might be a little too close to the truth. No guns, no fighting. Just
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you, alone to discover what lies hidden in the world you thought you knew. Once you find the truth, can you ever go back?
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Star Ruler is an amazing 4X game with lots of customisablity. Its noted for allowing the player to produce massive space
stations, battle ships that span entire galaxies, and tools to destroy whole planetary populations, or even the whole planet. Its not
the best looking game, has AI and micro management problems.. but its definently the most fun game of its type in my opinion.
But that's coming from someone who doesn't really like this genre, but enjoys blowing up planets and making space stations
thatare bigger than stars.

This is worth a few hours of play time for anyone who likes big tech trees, big economy, and massive construction projects.. I
can't even finish the tutorial, this is a boring game. Maybe I should give it more of a chance, but the character is slow to straff,
slow to move around, has weird inventory control, and you can't use guns that you pick up until you get to an obilisk. I might try
it again later, but I'm not enthusiastic about it.. Simply.. Chess!. i think the game is quite fun for the price. it has a lot of stuff to
do and reminds me a bit of harvest moon with combat. if your into "gameboy" style rpgs this one is worth a try for the price!.
This game was rather enjoyable. I feel like this game is a very good starting point if you are new to point and click adventure
games. The reason for this is the game is not too difficult, but there are some pretty good puzzles that make you think (I believe
the puzzles are what define this style the most, since other aspects are easily found in other styles of games). I think that there
are some games out there that take the puzzles too far to the point of frustration for veteran point and click adventure gamers, as
well as those new to these games. For someone like me, I can live with some of these less desirable parts because I have
witnessed some truly astounding games of this style! But sadly for some newcomers, they leave before they can see the great
aspects that these types of games have to offer. Therefore, I think this game is a good safe start if you are looking to try out
these types of games.

On a more negative note, the game sadly was not a very long one, which in turn made the story very short and a little bit under
developed. The story turned out to be decent enough, but remember I said decent, not "the greatest thing since sliced bread". I
was also not super into the style of the art and design of the game, but while I wasn't into how the game looked I have to admit
that I think many people would enjoy the art of the game and many would also consider the art to be quite good. One last thing
that you will have to live with is reading text. No voice acting. Again, not something that someone who played any of the older
Sierra and Lucasarts games would have a problem with, but others might.

So while this game does not fall in my top tier of point and click adventure games, I didn\u2019t feel like it had any glaring
problems either and I do believe that the game is worth a try for fans old and new. If you have some spare time pick up this
game, sit back, relax, and enjoy your next voyage in space.

Check out my other point and click adventure reviews on my page!. Stifled was a mixed bag for me. I'd been looking forward to
it's release a year after it came out on PSVR but had really been hoping they would adopt full motion controls for the PCVR
version. They didn't, which while not a negative on the game, feels like a missed opportunity. To be able to knock on walls or
throw objects certain distances would have opened up intricacies that are currently missing.

That said, the overall game is still excellent. It's a really unique concept that is well executed. I liked how they explored the story
and each level was a different representation of fear and darkness.

Gameplay here.

Pros:

Layout of story, purely for you to figure out

Vector art design

Use of sound and microphones

AtmosphereCons:

Motion controls :(
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The 'real world' graphical quality isn't great and can be slightly jarring after coming from the cool vector art

Price to length. A little high for a relatively short game. But not overly so.Overall the game is recommended. A
great new exploration of VR that will get the hairs on the back of your neck tingling!. This is a weak thumbs up.
A modern take on old catridge game difficulty platformers. 1 hit deaths with difficult platforming. This game is
quite difficult, and unfortunately has some flaws in that regard, the later levels being ridiculously harder to the
point of frustration

Pro:
Good art
Enjoyable gameplay

Cons:
Offscreen projectiles
Difficulty spikes. Konami actually released a horse armor DLC for MGSV.. realy good mo for the game still i
wish they would add fg42 for the german para and the stg44 for the inf but its stil fun
. Please give me a link to a song or at least the band name
thanks
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Weeks ago, I found this game by accident on the Steam store. I shared a link to it with a friend just to joke about how weird it
f#cking looks. He joked about gifting it to me as a joke, and at the end days of the Summer sale, he actually did it. And holy
f#ck, what a let-down this thing is. Now sure, I wasn't exactly sure what to expect from it, but the whole game falls flat on my
opinion. And as I usually do, I'll start by talking about it's negative points.

First and foremost, the gameplay. It's f#cking boring. Have you ever played Arkanoid? Then this is it. The bulk of the gameplay
is the exact same f#cking thing. And the worst part is, it's easy as hell until you reach higher levels, however to reach higher
levels you gotta keep playing for 10 minutes in a game where even when you try to get yourself killed, it doesn't seem to happen.

Second, is the gimmick with the LSD-like effects. Sure they look cool, but the novelty of them wears off stupidly fast. Here's
the thing: the game on itself is boring and easy, adding those effects makes it nearly impossible to see what's happening... But it
won't matter because of you hold the trigger and move in one direction while spamming A, you'll still last for 15 minutes despite
not knowing what in the actual f#ck is happening. What's the point of the effects? To make it harder? To look cool? Who
knows, but it really doesn't do much to enhance the gameplay, it's just there as a selling point.

Third, the price. 3\u20ac ain't too bad but you'll expect a game this kind of average to get some sort of good deal during big
sales such as the Summer sale, which might I add, for most people it's the biggest one in Steam. Well, not for this game. All it
got was a miserable 15% discount with is nearly unnoticable. I even though of buying the game myself before the sale if it did
get a good discount but 15%? Even games that got released months ago got better discounts. And honestly, the game isn't worth
neither 3\u20ac or 2,40\u20ac. Maybe 1.

Lastly, the game looks... Kinda bland. Not talking about the seizure-inducing effects, those look cool, but the rest of the game?
All enemies are a variation of smiley faces either straight or turned upside down, the backgrounds rarely change the balls are
those same MS-Paint-looking smiley faces but green and at times with hats, most of it looks bland as hell, like something
straight out from the deepest parts of the Steam Greenlight.

Does the game have anything good though? Well...

The game works well with controllers. It's to be expected though, since as far as I'm aware, it was released first on Xbox360 and
then re-released on Steam.

The dev\/s did put a lot of effort on the LSD-like effects and the sounds. And for that they should be deeply commended.

...But I honestly can't think of anything else. I haven't played this game much, yeah. But there isn't really much to see before
you've seen it all. The whole game is all about some amazingly looking effects that don't really add up much to the whole
experience. Maybe it's fun to play this while high, who knows. But you gotta be high as hell on my oppinion to play too much of
it. I sure as hell though, gonna tell my friend to look if he can refund gifts.

TL;DR Edition: Cool effects and sounds on an underwhelming pong game that's not even pong, IT'S F#CKING ARKANOID
with smiley faces all over the place. The whole game is based around the novelty of having seizure-inducing effects that won't
let you see sh#t. It's a cool concept but executed poorly. Couldn't even stand an hour of this thing before I got sick and bored of
it.. As much as a I love this game I woudn't suggest buying it. Every single time I've gone back into this game to continue where
I left off an error stating "your previous save file was corrupt. You will need to start over" comes up. Unless they fix this error I
would not suggest purchasing this game. They really need to fix this bug as it's not fair to those who buy it to have to restart the
game from the start everytime it's opened.. Great DLC. I am in the army and i've deployed to Afghanistan and let me tell you,
the Comm Chatter would have soldiers killed by their own Sgt Mjr's. You don't jam up frequencies with BS, you only use the
radio to give pertinent information. Though i like their immersion ideas and think more games should do that. The missions
here are really good, the story is great, and the tactical situations are really good. I recommend. 9\/10.. I just spent the last 4
hours playing this game and I have to say, well done. A great way to calm the mind and relax a bit after a long and hectic day. I
had a sort of tetris feel after a few hours trying to mash houses and mansions together in a way that was not only pleasing to the
eye, but also gave me the maximum point yield allowing me to move forward to the next generated map. It's not a crazy problem
solving game, it's not an action game, it's not a triple A shooter, but then, it doesn't have to be. This game is great the way it is
and finds a comfy slot in my warm and fuzzy collection. 10\/10, will build again.

. Very cheap game + I had -60% sale. Great soundtrack, amazing graphics and it is very addictive, but I finished this game in
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2hours.. Play Uplink instead.
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